
Sea Shell

by Amy Lowell

Sea Shell, Sea Shell,

Sing me a song, O Please!

A song of ships, and sailor men,

And parrots, and tropical trees,

Of islands lost in the Spanish Main

Which no man ever may find again,

Of fishes and corals under the waves,

And seahorses stabled in great green caves.

Sea Shell, Sea Shell,

Sing of the things you know so well.
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What "song" is the poet expecting to hear from the sea shell?
Have you ever heard something like that from a sea shell? Describe the sound.
The poet asks for a tropical song about sailors, adventures, and mysterious things
under the ocean. What do you imagine when you hold a sea shell to your ear?
Besides tropical adventure, what other kinds of "songs" could a sea shell sing to you?

See a map of the Spanish Main:

"Sea Shell" is a deceptively simple poem about exactly what the title indicates: a sea shell. The
Imagist movement would have it no other way, demanding that the language be clear and
visual. However, this little poem reveals depth when you ponder its words and message.

POETIC DEVICE: Personification

The reader demands the sea shell to "sing" songs about things it "knows." This is an example
of personification, which is giving human attributes to non-human things. Obviously, the sea
shell has no voice to sing or mind to know things, yet these descriptions give us a vivid image.

Consider these questions:

TOPIC TO EXPLORE: What's the Spanish Main?

The Spanish Main is an old term that usually refers to Central America and the northern coast
of South America when it was controlled by Spain. However, it was also sometimes used as a
way to refer to the Caribbean Sea (and nearby waters) in the heyday of swashbuckling
pirates.

Amy Lowell, born in Massachusetts in 1874, showed a passion and talent for writing at a
young age. She went on to publish several collections of poetry and was a leading voice in the
Imagist movement of poetry during the early 1900s. Later in her career, Lowell became
known for mixing both formal and free verse forms in her poetry.
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OTHER POEMS TO READ

"Pirate Story" by Robert Louis Stevenson
"Summer Rain" by Amy Lowell
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We hope you enjoyed this Poem of the Month!

Ideas for using this monthly resource at home:

Benefits of reading & memorizing poetry:

Connect with other families using Poem of the Month with this hashtag on social media:

#LTLpotm

More ways to explore great literature:

Favorite Poetry Books:

Book Guides & More:

Book Finder Search Tool:
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